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Rowlands Opens an Outpatient Dispensary
Rowlands Pharmacy has opened an outpatients dispensary at the Stockport and Ormskirk
NHS Trust after winning a seven-year contract.
Patients now have the choice between collecting their prescription from their hospital, a
branch of Rowlands or having it delivered to their home.

www.wavedata.co.uk

The new pharmacy was officially opened by Trust chairman Sir Ron Watson CBE.
Adrian Brown, Chief Pharmacist at the Trust, said: “In common with many local trusts,
we decided some time ago to identify a suitable partner to deliver outpatient dispensing
services.
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“Not only has this development led to greater efficiencies and cost effectiveness to the
Trust, but has enabled my team to focus on improving our services to inpatients.
“We have been very pleased with results in the short time since our partnership with
Rowlands Pharmacy has been in operation.”
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key drivers of poor compliance
A study into patient medication compliance by the Aston University School of
Pharmacy (Aston Medication Adherence Study
AMAS) has found that the
following factors were key
determinants of medication
adherence:
Religion
Patients who declared their
religion as Catholic, Hindu
or Protestant all had similar
levels of compliance. When

Islam was declared as a
patient’s religion adherence as noticeably lower.
Age
Patients aged 60 to 69
were more compliant with
medication than those either younger or older.
Ethnicity
Patients who said they
were British had the greatest adherence. The lowest
ethnic group for adherence
was ‘other black and Afri-

can’.
Language
English speakers exhibited
the highest adherence.
Urdu and Bengali speakers
were the lowest.
The AMAS study recommends that these groups
be given additional support
to address these adherence issues.
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API rule changes
Stricter rules for the importation of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) into the EU from third countries which will
come into effect from 2 July 2013.
After this date APIs can only be imported into the EU if one of two conditions apply:
1.A written confirmation from the competent authority of the exporting third country is made available, saying that:
•
•
•

The conditions of API manufacture are equivalent to the EU standards
the manufacturer is subject to regular, strict and transparent controls and to the effective enforcement; and
information on any non-compliance is sent to the EU immediately.

2. Or, a third country is added to a commission list. APIs from countries included in the list may be imported without a written
confirmation. Inclusion in the list means that the legal framework of the third country is equivalent to EU manufacturing standards. Other factors considered are:
•
•
•
•

the country’s good manufacturing rules;
the regularity of inspections;
the effectiveness of good manufacturing practice enforcement;
the speed and frequency of non-compliance alerts.

EU Member States can in exceptional circumstances waive the need for a written confirmation if compliance is ensured.

Own brand gains share in healthcare market
Sales of own label products are growing faster than brands in the healthcare market, industry experts have revealed.
Independent support group Numark said "more consumers than ever" were choosing own label products over brands, while
industry analysts Kantar Worldpanel said a reduction in household incomes had fuelled the trend.
The comments came as Kantar figures showed that own label had gained a 5 per cent share in the winter remedies market,
while brands had declined by 4 per cent. And in the pharmacy sector, Boots own label was the top winter remedy brand –
coming ahead of established labels such as Benylin, Covonia and Lemsip.
Numark advised pharmacists to stock market-leading brands as well as own label alternatives. "More consumers than ever
are choosing an own label product over their branded counterparts," said Numark consumer brand manager Jane Powell.
"The economic climate is a key driver of [these sales], but the plethora of publicity surrounding own label also means that
consumers trust [the] products."
Chemist & Druggist 12/10/12

PRICE WATCH ............ UK
Fosinopril 10mg continues in short supply
Shortages of fosinopril 10mg continued to push up prices for the product in September, which also
saw the trade price of 28-tablet packs of atorvastatin 20mg fall below the £1.00 (US$1.60) threshold
for the first time (see Figure 1).
To see more go to http://www.wavedata.co.uk/newinfo.asp and view our article from this month’s
Generics Bulletin.
WaveData
Subscribe to the industry's comprehensive source of news and analysis.
www.generics-bulletin.com
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Most CCGs are without clinical leadership
Only one in five of the 211 Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) has a GP in the crucial leadership role of accountable
officer.
By contrast, over 70% have appointed a former PCT manager to this role – confirming opinion that the new CCGs will resemble the old PCTs.
GPs have attributed the retreat from ‘clinical leadership’ to the difficulty of combining the workload of an accountable officer with clinical practice.
According to the Health Service Journal, 38% of CCGs said in March they were planning to appoint a GP as accountable
officer – but only 22% have done so.
The remaining 78% have appointed former NHS managers, including 72% who have appointed former PCT managers.
The accountable officer for each CCG will be responsible for its functions, finance and governance.
GPs make up 89% of CCG chairs, but this is a less critical role.
Recent guidance for CCGs from the NHS Commissioning Board has indicated that accountable officers need leadership
experience.
According to NHS North East Essex CCG’s accountable officer, Shane Gordon, the role is closely similar to that of a PCT
leader – and for a GP, taking it on would mean having to give up nearly all clinical practice.
He noted that the programme for GP revalidation would deter many GPs from trying to become accountable officers.
Consequently, he argued, it was unclear “whether the NHS is serious about clinical leadership”.
Dr Chaand Nagpaul of the BMA’s GPs committee said the pressure of authorisation deadlines had forced most CCGs to
rely on experienced managers who needed little training.
However, a Commissioning Board spokeswoman commented: “What is important is that there is a good mix of expertise in
the broader leadership team, of clinicians and managers.”
http://www.pharmafield.co.uk/news/2012/10/Most-CCGs-are-without-clinical-leadership

Multiples to trial COPD medicine support services
Pharmacists in the North West of England are to trial medicines support services for COPD suffers and older
patients on various drugs.
Community Pharmacy Future project, which is funded by Boots, the Co-operative Pharmacy, Lloyds Pharmacy and Rowlands will last for six months and has been developed with the PSNC, the Department of
Health and commissioners at both national and local levels.
IMS Health economists will gather the data and evaluate the project, which will be available to independent as
well as multiple pharmacies.
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WaveData — Top ten products
According to WaveData, these were the most commonly investigated products
in searches of the online pricing data at http://www.wavedata.net
Both uk and pi prices were viewed for each product, giving some indication of
where the focus was in September 2012
Atorvastatin Tabs 10mg 28
Irbesartan Tabs 150mg 28
Irbesartan Tabs 75mg 28
Levothyroxine Tabs 100mcg 28
Atorvastatin Tabs 20mg 28
Atorvastatin Tabs 40mg 28
Candesartan Tabs 8mg 28
Acarbose Tabs 100mg 90
Candesartan Tabs 16mg 28
Irbesartan Tabs 300mg 28

This bulletin now goes out to 2800 plus people, and it is growing each
month.
If you would like to add or suggest any articles/comments, please let me know by
the 14th November 2012, as I will be issuing the next one on the 21st November
2012.
If you have any colleagues who would like to receive this, please let them know
about it.
You can view all copies of the Bulletin at
http://www.wavedata.co.uk/newinfo.asp
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